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TO MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.
Gentlemen :-In presenting for Four pe r usal and criticism, the first number
of the COUNTRY PR_ (TITIONEP,, I have but two reasons to give, and no
apologies to make. The first is to try and add to medical knowledge, by
bringing into general use the latent infin•mation possessed by every practitioner who is, and has Leen doing good service iii his own immediate circle,
fighting a:ut of his our dif£eultics, when out of the reach of specialists - rind
scientists, leaning upon his knowledge of general principles, basing his Practice upon his good common sense, making his syringes iii emergencies from
hogs' bladders, and filing nozzles fins them out of thigh bones of chickens,
making surgical splints out of old shingles with leis jack knife ; working, reading, striving and fighting his way alone through emergencies that would cause
some of the great medical luminaries to stagger in their traces. Not that all
country practitioner.- are necessarily good physicians, but that their isolation
from the fraternity, and the circumstances surrounding them tend to draw
ut and dc vcl^ p-rot self conceit, hut self reliance, and farce them to the
pirfoneance of work that if it were possible they would gladly shirk by pass4

Ill the ease over to a specialist.
They see disease in its uncomplicated form more often than hospital praetitioners-for their patients are among people who breathe pure country air,
and less often contaminated by scrofulous, syphilitic, or other constitutional
taint.
Every such physician meets with peculiar and interesting eases worth
reporting.

His experience with new remedies is generally so thorough as to
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make his opinion valuable. If he reports at all it is to his county society,
and there it dies for want of publication.
Medical and chemical science are making rapid strides.

No physician can

afford to stand idle ; no difference what his present amount of medical and
surgical skill, he must advance or retrograde.
If he is to gain knowledge by his own experience alone, it is slow plodding.
If he desires to gain part of the experience of others, he must be willing to
impart his own. It is then to you. medical reader, I offir the columns of
this journal as a means of spreading before your medical brethren anything
you may deem of value occurring in your practice.
My second reason is, that I have at most seasons of the year more time
than my practice demands, take great pleasure in the kind of work the
management of the journal will require of me, and am not averse to turning
an honest penny by the operation, if the journal live.. although I expect a
doctor's luck in the latter, for many a year to come, i.e., more work than pay.
So fur as the conduct of the journal is concerned, its columns will be open
at all times for communications on medical subjects, from regular medical
practitioners from any part of the country, reserving, of course, the editorial
prerogative of rejecting anything improper or unseemly.

I shall also reserve
the right to criticise any or all articles that I may accept, and hold the author
of the article responsible fur the defense of his views. Each original article
will be published under the name of the author, and when received from Secretaries of County Societies, the name of the society before which the article
or articles were read, will he given.
Extracts from other journals will in all cases be credited to the journal
from which they are taken.
The size of the journal is probably greater than it should have been at the
start or until it was well established in the confidence of physicians, but it is
really not half large enough to contain the material that should be published
and placed in the hands of the discriminating practitioner.
In addressing country practitioners, I do not wish to discriminate iii the
least, or deteriorate one jot from the acknowledged ability of our city
brethren.
If they take advantage of the privileges within their reach : medical lectures, college and hospital clinics-constant communication and consultation
with leading medical, surgical, gynecological, optical, and other specialists,
ready access to dissecting rooms, cc., &c., it is all the more their duty to be in
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the picket line of medical research, and send us at least some of the crumbs
from the rich repasts they inc enjoying..
This number contains nmar.y extracts firm ether jcm•I:als, nano of them
old, but, in our opinion, worthy of a re-print ; yet it will serve in its make-up
to give an idea of the proposed character of our enterprise, style of mechanical
execution, &c.
The sub-title, " New Jersey Journal of Medical and Surgical Practice " is
not designed to stamp it as a local jeurlial, but to show that we are not
ashamed of our birthright in a State that gave birth one hundred and thirteen years ago to the State Medical Society of New Jersey, the first medical
organization in America, and growing steadily brighter and stronger in its
old age.
The .Medical and Surgical Reporter, one of the best medical journals in the
country, was born in the city of Burlington, N. J., and afterward transferred
by Dr. Butler, its late lamented editor, to Philadelphia.
Having gone safely through the pangs of labor, it will depend, gentlemen,
upon the kind of pabulum you furnish in our infancy whether we survive, or
perish from-nuarasniuss.

RELATIONS OF MEDICAL JOURNALISM TO MEDICAL
PROGRESS.
DP,. R. II. PAGE.

In all departments of knowledge, science, art, literature, politics and even
religion, progress is the watchword ; off with the old, and on with the new is
the battle cry. The rich plains and valleys that have been cultivated it may
be with plodding industry, or erratic effort until many an abundant. harvest
has been gathered and garnered, and others are ripe for the reaper 's sickle,
are abandoned for the hillside and giddy mountain peak whose every shrub
is thought to bear golden fruit, and their every pebble the elixir of life and
knowledge. In all this there is much to commend, much by which the
world profits and advances from plane to plane above, until the sight can perceive the far off `ultirna thule ' perfection. And nfav it not be much to condenul' Each decade marks with unerring precision the advancement, and
leaves strewn in its track the debris of a false advancement, or we may say
the charlatanism of progress. For be it from me to condemn the plodding
industry, or the Godlike genius of the world's busy workers who by unremit-
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ting toil, by the sacrifice of the thrift of grain, and all the selfish gratifications
of life, are working and striving to benefit mankind by the advancement of
knowledge ; to all these I would say Ged speed, but would call a halt. to
their fullowers, prevent therm from rushing blindly along the path marked
out, blazlii and illumined by these lousy workers, to examine and winnow the
wheat from the chafl; the pure gold from the crude dross, and not to adopt
every new idea, theory and practice as soon as advanced, conflicting as they
too oft do with the laws of nature, science, art and all the lessons of experience, the world 's best teacher, just because they are new, and point toward
the gent of progress, but would rather advise them " to make haste slowly"
and not have the sad experience of' leaving the old well eaten track for the
new which will soon be strewn with the wreck of many a failure. In a word
the gems strewn along the path of progress are few compared with the worthless stones in which they are imbedded. All the labor saving- machinery
which the inventive genius of the world has given us has been culled from an
immense mass of worthless trumpery; science in her delving has made many
a rich discovery that time alone could free them its accompanying error, and
the scientist in studying the means to the end has amidst the misty haze of
evolution and other kindred theories, lost sight of and denied the first great
creative power, and said there is no God. In history and polite literature
the rank and noisome weeds of immorality and falsehood have grown and
flourished by the side of the fine flowers of virtue, truth and poetry. In the
science uf government the false overshadows the good, and even in religion
the clouds of error caet a einunerian darkness over its inspired truths, until
the .tar of Bethlehem has been obscured. Thus the true and false are always
intimately blended. All this being true of other departments of knowledge,
has the science of medicine and surgery escaped? Let the pages of our medical journals, being the exponents of the advance of medical science and
laden as they are with much that is new and excellent, and somewhat with that
that is wonderfill, be the answer.
That the science of medicine has made rapid strides of advancement and
kept even lace with all the material progress of the age, the history of the
profession for the last f -w decades amply testifies. By the patient and arduous
labors of the physiologist,.pathologist and pharmacist the cause, nature and
treatment of disease have . been unveiled of their obscurity, and the practice
of our art, remov ed from the domain of empiricism, is fast gaining its
place among the exact sciences. The laws of health and disease have been
and are being more thoroughly investigated, as is exemplified not alone in
the more scientific and successful treatment of disease, Lut in the better sanitary regulations of our cities and towns and in the improved plans of constructing and conducting our hospitals. "The air above, the earth beneath and the
waters under the earth" have been put in the crucible of research and analyzed,
and intimater- blended with their sustaining and preservitng life elements are
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found the nucleus of disease and death. Beside the pure and crystal stream
of life, flows the poisoned and turbid river of destruction and decay. The
normal and abnormal conditions of the s ystem being more thoroughly comprehended, all the essentials for maintaining the one and remedying the other,
are more intelligently understood and applied.
This great progress is the result of patient scientific research, and the
application of scientific truths by the intelligent practitioner in the -treatment
of disease. huch is also due to medical societies, which by reason of their
associate character and privileges have done away with the isolation of individuals in professional life, inn which every one was a law unto himself, and
rendered united action possible by an interchange of ideas and a comparison
of the lessons of experience in the treatment of disease. And the hydra-headed
fiend of quackery met as it is in every highway and by-way, swinging its
hesoni of destruction has, however unwittingly, done its part to fu rther medical advancement by stimulating the profesicnn to increased efforts to he true
to itself nn its warfare against " ism " and " schism " by not only preferring
the claim to be the one and only true " paths, " but to possess the merit upon
which to Lase and maintain its claim. Yet of the thousands engaged in the
practice of the profession, relatively there are hut. few fitted by education
and inclination, who have the leisure to devote to this research ; and want of
time debars the majority from conning the ponderous tomes in which many of
these results are made known, and f ci n regular attendance at the meetings of the societies. And thus arises the absolute necessity for an epitome of
this progress, to appear in such a form as to be within the reach and capabilities of all, and the medical jou r nal of to-day meets this necessity, and renders
it possible for every physician to keep even pace with the advancement being
daily made in the profession. Thus medical journalism is necessary to
medical progress ; and, being so, it is meet that its teaching should he
watched with a jealous eye, and winnowed of the charlatanism that is an
almost inevitable result of the tendency of the age, to rush blindly and impetously along the path of progress, and to adopt indiscriminately every idea
advanced ; not alone those the result of patient research, but those, too, of
the erratic theorist. In other words, the practitioner needs to bring all his
pewer:s of discrimination into play to avoid the grave error of forgetting the
cardinal principles of his profession and the experience of year and ignorantly adopt every plan and style of treatment spread upon the pages of the
average journal by the mere theorist, or the medical tyro, who by such and
such a course of treatment, by the use of this, that, and the other remedy, has
succeeded, according to his well told tale, in curing diseases of the most dissimilar character, differing in cause, type, and pathology, in spite of his
empirical treatment, and rushes into print to tell his wondrous tale. Allowing the diagnosis to be correct, which is problematical, they forget for the
nonce that the system has wonderful recuperative powers that enables it to
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overcome diseases, and alas-too often its treatment, and give to a mere happening the attitude of well defined truth, and attribute the work of the
_hledicatrix Nature to their own blind effibrts. I am aware that many
a rich mine has thus been accidentally opened, and several of the most valuable remedies of the Pharmacopoeia have been discovered, and their virtues
made known to the profession by a kind of blind chance. It may be
learned from the babbling of some old crone, or taken from the mass of old
women's remedies in some emergency, yet withal how many of the new remedies that have been blazoned upon the pages of our journals in the last twenty
years, and recommended as cures for all the ills to which flesh is heir, have
been permanently adopted by the profession ? Comparatively few. True,
some of these are the best remedies known to our art, and have been the
means in the hands of' the profession of untold good to suffering humanity.
But then reverse the picture, and can we estimate the incalculable harm that
has been done by the indiscriminate adoption and use of all new remedies
and plans of treatment recommended in the journals fi)r the cure of' the most
opposite afli .ctions, sthenic and asthenic alike? Even those remedies that
experience has placed among our most valuable, by being used at the sacrifice
of old, well tried medicines, in diseases to which they are totally unsuited,
have produced much evil.
For instance, veratrum viridi has filled
many a grave ; hydrate of chloral hushed many a victim ; chloroform a
holocaust of' death, and the thousand and one recommendations that appear
of knock-down, drag-out doses of powerful drug`; of combinations of
chemically incompatible remedies ; of old inert drugs resurrected ; of' fhshionable waters for all imaginable ills, find their ready dupes, who fill the druggist's shelves, and in their recipes forget the old and pen the new, until
victims are counted by thousands, either by commission or omission. At present the journals are blazoned all over, and their every page laden with the
wonders of salicylic acid-without doubt an invaluable remedy in some
cases of gout and rheumatism, and it may be in all cases of blood poisoning,
but then to read of the wonders it has done, and by implication will do, we
can but think the philosopher's stone of the ancients has been discovered, not
gold the result, but, as if by magic, disease routed and health restored.
Indeed, what other conclusion can we draw than that all that will be necessary for the doctor hereafter will be " to c.ume, see, and conquer " by throwing salicylic acid at his patients ' heads? And this is but the type of a legion.
Many of them like it, possessing virtues for certain patholo gical conditions,
whose, value it is almost impossible to estimate, yet having their limit of'
adaptability, which their eulogists fail to, or will not see, while some have, and
others soon will run their ephemeral course, after having escaped from the
empiricism of the hospitals, and been weighed in the balance and found wanting by the ordinary practitioner. And just here the query presents itsel ' : Is
it not too much the custom in hospital practice to treat all manner and forms
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of disease alike by the administration of the last new remedy, until Ly its
abuse it is abandoned as worthless, nbile really possessing many valuable
properties, and limy be admirably adapted to the cure of many, though nets
all, pathological conditions. While in its zenith the journals chant its praise,
and in setting, toll its knell, and thus the iwuary are rims led into its
unwise use, and no less unwise abandonment.
In surgery we have but to glance at the recommended treatment of many
cases of uterine disease to strengthen our premises, to quote the idea of Dr.
Barker, the va gina, uterus and ovaries have to succumb to the surgeon's knife
and after they are gone, like Alexander, they weep that there is nothing left
to conquer. The surgeon cuts mid carves until almost all the organs of the
hotly are included in the ablation, in pathological conditions in which statistics
show that the percentage of recoveries in cases submitted to the medical treatment alone is much greater than where the surgeon, armed cap-a-pie, makes
his onslaught, then startles the readers of the journals with the wonders done
and makes himself famous, much in the manner of the man of ancient story,
who built and blazoned his greatness in the conflagration of a city. Dr.
Barker, in speaking of gynecological operations on this point, says, "`" omen
whose uteri know not the knife, the scissors, ecrassure or pessary, also get well.
This is certainly great comfort to the ordinary practitioner who has a healthy
fear of disturbing peritoneal coverings, of poking pessaries into the bladder, of
mistaking the uterus for the ovary, or of any of the other trivial accidents
which occasionally happen in the higher walks of gynecology. The filet is
that the desire to cut, twist, burn, amputate, electrolyze and pessarize the
uterus, has amounted almost to a mania. The aspiring gynecologist who has
been unable to devise a new operation, invent a speculm, or na tlifY an tlcl
one, has been compelled to infuse his energies either into a new cautery iron,
a novel hack action curette, or a Inanifbld self-acting elevator. If, perhaps,
he fails in every other way in encouraging operative procedure, he gives a
new and important twist to a pessary, establishes a principle, and makes a
reputation. But if the time has come for a change of opinion, if the worst
mu, t come to the worst, advocates of the new doctrine can do no more than
arrest the study of surgical statistics, and as a possible consequence, create a
corner in uterine pathology. In any event we are willing to give the uterus
one more trial. "
The truth of the above, and its being so apropos to the subject is ample
excuse fur quoting it so fully.
I full well know that to reach the metal imbedded in the earth, much crude
material has to be moved, examined, and put in the heated crucible to separate
the pure metal from the worthless ore. Thus would I have the material of our
medical journals put in the crucible of common sense, and subjected to the tests
of the well known truths and principles of medical science, and the practice of
tha iutrlligeat Phv=iciaa ha:al there:,, rather than the indiscriminate: adop-
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Lion, and use of all the crude suggestions and experiments made and recommended in the journals. And would it not be well fur the editors of medical
journals to use some discrimination, probably lhy not refusing to publish articles contributed, but by editorial eon:rncrts thereon., to point the attention of
their readers to many of the crudities and absurdities that appear in their
pages. As they are the conservators and exponents of medical progress it
would be eminently proper. To place medical journalism in its true relation
to medical progress, it should not be a mere journal to record with
sphinx-like silence every communication that finds its way into the editorial sanctum, and thus by negative sycophancy make its pages a print
to coin dollars ; but by just and fearless criticism, based on a correct
knowledge of medical science, place them bcicre its natters in their true
light, and thus become, not alone the reeordsr of new ideas and practices,
many of there absurd and mischievous in the extr(n e, by reason of their positive statements of beneficial results of remedies, and plans of treatment
resorted to, probably ilr one experimental ease only, but by the course indicated, become the true conservator of a real progress. Thus, and thus only,
will medical journalism perfectly fulfil its high mission, and be not as now, a
mixed stream of good and evil, but an ever living fountain of pure knowledge.
If in the above discursive remarks, written in an idle hour, aught has been
said to disparage medical progress : to discourage experimenting with new
remedies and plans of treatment, in so far as the means to the end is nut
uppesud to all the laws of nature, science, and art; to clog the wh( cls of medical
advancement and keep them in the ruts of our firthers ; to throw discredit
..r opprobiunl upon the medical journalism of the day, which is fulfilling
its royal mission right royally, barring its neglect of independent criticism ;
they have failed of their object, may stamp the writer as an old fogy, and
had better not been written. Neither were they intended to direct the attention to the indispensable necessity of medical journals to medical progress,
of which all are fully aware, but simply to call the attention to the fact that
like every other good they have, and may inadvertently entail much evil
upon the profession by a w ant of (Inc care in their preparation, and by a
lack of discrimination in their readers in selecting from their contents the
practical front the impracticable, the useful from the worse than useless.
Finally, it is essential to the accomplishment of the needed reform in
medical journalism Mr its contributors to be reasonably sure of their facts
before stating them as well authenticated, and Mr its editors to use good
judgment in their selections, and to freely exercise their right of criticism
as to the articles contributed, in their review of new hooks, and all that
relates in any way to the profession. When this becomes the rule rather
than the exception, the medical journal will cease to be an unreliable guide, and
be a safe and sure director to the profession in its onward and upward course.
Now it may not inaptly be compared to the " Mirage " of the desert, then to a
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steady beacon light, directing and leading to possibilities of .successful practice
based on a real progress in medical science, beyond the imaginings of the
most sanguine enthusiast.

A FEW NOTES 'UPON THE Ai'Tl"AL CAUTERY.
The Actual Cautery is one of the most ancient of .surgical resources. To
have seen it in its widest range of application one must have lived centuries
ago. Could we have attended the clinics of lbulcasin-or as he is more
frequently though improperly called Albucasis-in the latter part of the
eleventh century, the rising smoke would have told us of its extended use in
the hands of that eminent Arabian surgeon. Or again if we turn over the
pages of his Al-Tasr ; we find between fifty and sixty chapters devoted to a
consideration of' the Actual Cautery. In the sixteenth century Ambrose Pare
by introducing the ligature as well a a more rational means of treating gunshot and certain other wounds, limited in a measure its sway. To-day notwithstanding the opposition by the so-called Eclectic and Homceopathis'
elements, the Actual Cautery stands out as a surgical means of real value.
Though sentiment and public opinion cry out against it, the foremost men
of the profession ever continue to assign it its place as an important curative
agent.
As a counter-irritant in a deep-seated chronic inflammation it makes a more
decisive and lasting impression than any other means in our employ. Besides
its highly salutary effect the application of the Actual Cautery is followed
ordinarily by very little if any pain. Were we to discard the Actual Cautery
what means would we have for arresting the course of those stealthy, vet destructive inflammations of the larger € rticulating surfaces of the body? Certainly none. Nor, except by this means, could we avert the truly frightful
effects of coxalgia after it has reached its second stage ? Consult the annals
of surgical history upon this point and then in that light tell us whether or
not our treatment. is too heroic. It is beyond cavil the one remedy par excellence here. By the eflcetual use of the Actual Cautery the absorbents will
be stimulated and a totally new action set up in the deep tissues of' the joint.
Besides the intrinsic worth of the application we have an excellent absorbing
surface for the endermic use of' morphia, so essential in quieting the violent
pain and relieving the spasmodic twitching of the muscles. More than one
case has come under the writer's observation where the patient, his friends
and even the physician have lulled themselves into the fatal security of believing that seemingly milder and less active means fulfilled the requirements of
the case. The permanent deformity and the crutches tell us of the terrible
mistake. As a hemostatic the Actual Cautery acts rather by charring the
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ends of the vessels than by any constringent action, hence the danger of secondary hemorrhage following its use in this capacity. It is in our day but
little employed fbr this purpose except in osseous cavatics otherwise inaccessible. llany writers, teachers and practitioners generally, of the present era
detract as Rllly from the merits of the Actual Cautery as did the older surgeons overestimate them. The eleventh and the nineteenth centuries represent, in this particular, the extremes of the pendulum ' s range and we can only
trust that in the near future the place of the Actual Cautery nt surgical therapeutics will he deterntind not lay a rash and precipitate antipathy, hut more
and more by its real worth as proven by practical results in the hands of
skilful and scientific men.
.I. W. HII'KMAN, .ll. D.
May ti, 1879.
194 5 N. Eleventh St., Philadelphia.

INSANITY IN TI-I1, MII)1)I,E STATES.
BY EDWARD C. MANN, M.

n.

SUNNYSIDE MEDICAL RETREAT, Ft. Washington, N. Y.
Insanity is, in the middle states, as in other states, increasing disproportionately to the increase of population ; and it also seems to the appearing at
an earlier age than formerly, which latter filet is probably clue to hereditary
influences, which have gradually become intensified by violation of physical
laws in early life, want of proper training, or too high pressure in education.
Next to hereditary predisposition, which is the first and great predisposing
cause of insanity in the middle states, as elsewhere, comes the great mental
activity and strain upon the nervous system that appertains to the present
age and state of civilization. This feverish haste and unrest which characterize us as a people, the undue predominance of the nervous temperament
and the want of proper reereation and sleep tend to a rapid decay of the
nervous system and to insanity as a necessary sequence. It is much to he
deplored that intemperance is operating more and more, each succeeding year,
as a formidable cause in the production of insanity. It is not too much to
say that twenty-five per cent. of all cases of insanity admitted into the asylums
of fair middle states is due either proximately or remotely to intentperauc•e
which has produced a permanently diseased state of the brain, due to the
interference in the nutrition, growth and renovation of the brain tissue. The
evil dues not stop here; tin- the offyrring of intemperate parents are growing
up in our midst with weakened, if' not actually diseased, nervous systems and
will inevitably, in time, become insane, diseased or idiots. The relative increase in the proportion of the insane to the sane population is store favorable
in the middle states than in some others. The census returns fiur 1870 of the
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United States show an increase of insanity of fifty-five per cent while the
increase of the general population has been only twenty-two per cent. The
proportion of insane to sane population has increased from 1860, when it was
shown that the entire population of the United States was 31,443,321, with an
insane population of 23,909, or line insane person in every 1,310 of the whole
population ; up to 1875, inclusive, when by bringing up the calculation at. the
saute rate of' increase tin. both sane and insane population as obtained' between
1860 and 1870, we find the Corm er to be 42,11.5,896, and the latter or insane
population 44,148, or one insane person in every 953 of the whole population
of the United States. It may not be uninteresting to glance for a moment at
the proportion of insane to sane population in other countries as compared
with our own. In England there is one insane person to every 403 of the
whole population, or more than double the proportionate number of the United
States. In France there is an average of about one insane person to every
six hundred of the whole population. In Scotland there is one insane person
to every 336 of the sane population, while in Ireland there is one insane person in every 302 of the population. In the United States, California exhibits
the greatest proportion of insane to sane population, there being one in every
484. This is clue to local causes. Massacluasetts shows the next greatest proportionate number of insane, while the New England states, as a whole, have
a greater relative increase in the proportion of the insane to the sane population than is observable in either the middle, southern or western states. In
the care, the treatment, in finely appointed institutions, and in scientific investigations into the causes of insanity, the middle states hold a place of which
they may he very justly proud.
NEW YORK.

In the year 1844, the state of New York erected the first insane asylum
at Utica, which has accommodations for 600 patients. In 1867 the Willard
Asylum for the chronic insane was erected at. Ovid and provides accommodations for 1,100 patients. The state has three more institutions for the care
and treatment of the insane. One at Poughkeepsie, one at Middletown and
one at Buflitlo. These asylums will furnish for the next few years ample and
adequate provisions for the acute insane, while for the 1,300 or 1,500 of the
chronic insane, now in county institutions, are needed asylums similar to the
one in successful operation in Ovid. Kings county and New York county
provide for their insane under special statutes. The former county provides
fin! 800 or 1,000 insane and the latter for over 1,700. On Ward 's island is
situated the State Emigrant Insane Asylum) which provides for the insane
emigrants for the term of five years from the time of their landing in this
country. This asylum fui'nishesaccomniodations for about 200 patients. The
annual expense per patient in this institution is 8150. The per capita cost. of
building 81,138 and the total annual cost, 822, 500. There are upward of 500
patients in private asylums so that the insane population of New York state
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is probably not for from 7,000 or 8,000 at the present time. The census of
June 30th, 1870; enumerated 6,353 insane. The annual expense per patient .
at the State Asylum at 'Utica is 8271. The per capita cost of building is
estimated at $1,061 while the total annual cost of the asylum is 8137,939.
The state appropriates annually 81 5,000, and each county pays 83.42 per
week for its own paupers. The annual expense per patient in the Willard
Asylum is $174. The per capita cost of building $942, while the total annual
cost of the asylum is 8181,342. Each county pays for its own paupers.
The annual expense per patient iii the two New York county institutions
is in the New York City AsvlAm for the insane $92.89, and for the New York
Lunatic Asylum on Blackwell's island 873.84. The annual expense per
patient in the Kings County Lunatic Asylum, situated at Flathush, L. 1., is
$120. The total annual cost for these three county institutions for the insane
is as follows : New York City Asylum for the insane, Ward 's island, 833,304 ;
New York Lunatic Asylum, Blaekwell's island, 889,420; Kings County
Lunatic Asylum, Flathush, $92,400. The annual expense for the Hudson
River State Hospital for the insane at Poughkeepsie is $50,000 (appropriated
by the state) and has a capacity of 600 patients. It is built of brick and
has attached to it 333 acres of land. There are at present 207 patients occupying it. The Buffalo State Asylum for the insane is not yet completed. It
is built of red sandstone and brick and has attached to it 200 acres of land.
The State Asylum for insane criminals at Auburn, N. Y., was erected in 1859
at a cost of 8123,000, and has 842 acres of land attached to it. The cost of
subsequent additions has been 852,000, making the total cost of the present
building $177,000. The per capita cost of building is 81,222. The number
of patients is 118, and the annual expense per patient is 8208. The state
appropriates annually $16,000 for this institution. The total animal cost of
the institution is 824,544. The la gs of New York, relating to the connnitment of the insane, provide that no person shall be committed to, or confined
as a patient in any asylum, public or private, except upon the certificate of
two reputable physicians, under oath, after a personal examination of the
party alleged to be insane, setting forth the insanity of such person, said certificate to he approved by a judge or justice of a court of record of the
county or district iii which the alleged lunatic resides. It would seem very
des irable that an addition to the laws of New York, and also to the laws
relating to insanity in the other middle states, should be made so as to guard,
as far as possible, against the unfortunate results which are liable at any time
to occur in the. trials of the insane for homicide. It. would seem very desirable, in order to secure society, to protect the legally and morally innocent,
and to ensure the punishment of the legally and mo rally guilty, to have some
improvement on the method now in use in criminal trials of the insane.
There should be in each state a board of commissioners of lunacy, specially
selected to investigate and testify in regard to these cases. Such a commis-
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Sinn, appointed by the governor with the consent. of the senate and consisting
of able and experienced aIienists, could hardly fiail to be of great benefit.
They should visit the prisoner hcfin'e his trial, or still better, the prisoner 's
counsel, it' intending to advance the plea of insanity, should be required to
announce that filet to the district attorney, and the primmer should then he
cotnniitted to the state asyluni tin' the investigation of his case. Being thus
placed under the observation of such a board of experts, they would be
afforded a better opportunity fin- firming a correct judgment. They could
then, if such was the case, announce that the prisoner was insane and unfit
for trial, or in the event of a trial they could be called into court mid give their
evidence and professional opinion without heing obliged to testify fi:r either
the prisoner or the district attorney. In this way perfect impartiality and
fairness could he secured, and the jury would naturally attach great weight
to such testimony, and would be led to an unprejudiced and thoughtful view
of the prisoner 's condition, which is of paranalunt importance i ^a these case;.
The jury would then, with the aid of the comu ^ ission of experts, decide,
whether the net in question was the oflapring or product of mental disease,
whether he has sufficient mental power to control the sudden impulses of his
disordered mind ; whether or no there exists an inability to control mental
action ; whether the moral sense may not have been overborne by the superior
force derived from disease, and other similar questions, the proper answers to
which would do much to make the results of these trials more certain and
satisfactory both to the legal and medical professions and to the general
public.
NEW JERSEY.

The New Jersey State Lunatic As ylum at Trenton, N. J., was erected
1848, and has attached to it 1711 acres of land. It has a capacity of 300
patients. The original cost of the building was 8100,000, and the co s t of
subsequent additions has been 8178,000, making a total of 8278,000. 'Be
per capita cost of building is estimated to he 8336. There are 7111 patients,
with an annual expense per patient of 5258, and a total animal cost of
818:1,180. The state of New Jersey appropriates annually S8,000 for the
asylum. Five-sixths of the patients are paupers at 84.30 per week, paid by
counties, while one-sixth are pay patients at S6 per week. Among the
patients in this asylum are included the convict insane, numbering twenty-five,
who have been transferred to the institution from the state prison, by virtnc
of the twelfth section of the act for the government and regulation of die
state prison, approved 1[arch 26th, 1869. For this class separate prnvisio11
is urgently needed, so that they can he separated from the other insane of the
state ; of the 4,806 eases treated since the opening of the institution, in 1848,
3,075 have been discharged, improved, or recovered, a state of affairs very
creditable to the administration of the institution.
The new state asylum is situated at Morristown, A. .J., and has been
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erected at a projected cost of 52,250,000, and is one of the finest institutions
in this country, it' not in the world. , The site is admirably selected, and
corers about 400 acres of land, which cost 8811,000. The asylum has a
capacity of i+(lf) patients. The per capita cost of huilding is estimated at
$2,$02. The water-works cast 520,0110, and the water supply is said to he
flair times enough to meet the ordinary wants of the institution. It. is
expected that the reception of patients will he accomplished very soon. The
huilrling has a frontage of 1,2:0 feet, and it is a a g ile and a quarter around it,
outside of the foundation line. It is a fum• story, semi-gothic structure, built
of tiyenitic granite, quarried on the grounds. All the main aiaterials for the
building were also obtained on the ground-the stnne, the clay for brick, etc.
Brick has been made at the rate of 80,000 per day ; about 15,000,0011 having
been used in the construction, The law relating'to the committal of the
insane in New Jersey, requires the certificate of one physician, under oath,
setting forth the insanity of the patient, said certificate to be sworn to before,
and approved by, a judge of the state and county where the person resides.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Pennsylvania has four state hospitals for the insane, each of' which provides
accommodations fiar 500 patients, and it is expected that anothar will he
erected in Philadelphia. There is also a Friends ' Hospital at Frankford, Pa.
Previous to 1845 there was no provision for the pauper insane, who were
confined iii county almshouses. Public sentiment has appreciated the neee.&
sity and the wisdom of providing fiar the pauper insane the hest treatment
possible. If I am not mistaken, the city of Philadelphia is entitled to the
credit of making the first regular provision for the insane, ever made in
America, In the year 1751, the Pennsylvania hospital at Philadelphia, was
incorporated by the provincial assembly, for the pm•pose of providing for the
indigent sick, and for the ease and cure of the insane. The first patient ever
placed for treatment of insanity in an American institution was admitted to
that hospital on the 11th of February, 1752. The second institution for the
care of' the insane established in the United States, was the asylum at Williamsburg, Virginia, which was opened for the reception of patients in 1773.
At the present clay we have in operation, or nearly ready firs occupancy in
the United States, serenity-six hospitals fin the insane, which will accommodate 29,000 patients. Since the estahlishnrent, in 1751, of the Pennsylvania
hospital, with its sound declaration of principles, which even at that time
recognized insanity as a physical disease capable of eerie-in 1805, when Dr.
Benjamin Rush delivered lectures on insanity with clinical instruction in his
wards-and clown to the present year, the one hundred and twenty-sixth
since the hospital wits founded, and which is at present presided over by one
of the ablest specialists in this department of medicine, I)r. Thomas S. Kirkbride, Pennsylvania, has maintained a position in the application of state
medicine to the treatment of' insanity, of' which she may be justly proud.
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The law relating to the committal of' the insane in Pennsylvania, requires
the certificate of the patient 's insanity from two physicians of acknowledged
respectability, who shall have examined the patient within six clays of its
date, and this certificate must he sworn to before some magistrate, or judicial
officer, in conformance with the law approved April 20th, 1869. The annual
expense of' maintaining patients in the three asylums at Harrisburg, I)ixmont, and Danville is respectively 82510, 8251, and 4234. The per capita
cost of building was, for the the asylum at Harrisburg, 8750, and at Dixmont, $ 1,373. The total annual cost of the Harrisburg asylum is estimated
at 4104,0011 ; of the l)ixnaont asylum, 8129,000, and of the Danville asylum,
857,0011. There is a strong necessity for further accommodations for the
insane of Pennsylv ania, and it is to he hoped that another year will see that
the bills which were reported for the appropriation of funds for the completion of the extension of the hospitals at Danville, and for the new insane hospital at Warren, will become laws, thus providing fiu• the insane now in
almshouses, jails, or in their own homes, with their restoration to health
indefinitely postponed for want of proper treatment. It has been very wisely
determined, by the commission appointed by the legislature to inquire into
the condition of the criminal insane, that a sepan•ate institution is needed for
this class, and they have recommended that such an institution he erected in
a central and easily accessible portion of' Pennsylvania. It is estimated that.
this will cost 8150,000, and that it will accommodate 100 patients. It is
estimated that about one person in every 3,986 of the population of' Pennsylvania annually become insane. The increase of' the insane population of
1873 over that of 1864 was 311.04 per cent, while the increase of the sauce
population for the same period was only 18.88 per cent. The census of the
insane in Pennsylvania on June 30th, 1870, was 3,898. It is estimated by
the Board of' Public Charities of Pennsylvania that on June 30th, 1873, there
were 4,318, making an increase of 423. It is also estimated that at the
present rate of insanity in Pennsylvania, there will he developed in ten years
from 1873, 10,419 cases of insanity, which, added to the number remaining
insane in 1873, will make an aggregate of 14,537. Of this number, it is estimated that 5,064 will be cured, and 3,583 will die, leaving in June, 1883,
6,093 insane persons living under the present system of' treatment. On the
other hand, if, as will he shown in a subsequent pa rt of this paper, the
chronic insane were Di he placed in asylums adapted to their needs, it would
leave the hospitals free for the necessary care and treatment of recent and
curable cases who are now deprived of the early treatment so essential to
recovery.
DELAWARE.

The insane iii I)claawaN are scattered all over the state in almshouses, jails,
etc., and inany of them :o re provided for iii the Pennsylv ania hospital. Accurate statistics could not he obtained respecting . the number in the state.
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INSANITY IN THE MIDDLE STATES.
PROVISION FOR THE CHRONIC INSANE.

From a thorough and extended examination of the reports of' our insane
asylums-and these remarks cover not only the middle states, hut apply
equally as well to all of the states-it seems to he very evident that we are
building large, expensive institutions, fitted up with all the appurtenances
demanded by itattlern science tits the treatment and cure of' insanity, and that
as soon as such institutions are opened for the reception of patients they hecotne filled up with a class of cases, three-fourths of whom are chronic and
hopelessly insane patients. It is no less evident that if' proper provision is
not made for this class of the insane, each state must build, every few years,
a very expensive institution; for which every city and town must be heayil taxed. What are we going to do to relieve this rapidly increasing difficulty ?
II' this class of the chronic insane are well taken care of, they are going to
live in this hopelessly insane state-from which at the utmost not more than
14) per cent will ever recover-fur years, costing for their maintenance not
less than 83.50 per week. It is a fact that every medical superintendent of
an institution for the insane, aril have noticed that the presenee of' this
incurable class of patients exercises a very depressing and unfitvorable effect
upon the months of the recent :Ind acute cases. If a patient perceives, upon
admission, that the population is grade up principally of patients who have
been inmates fin . years and fin. whom no hope of cure is entertained by the
medical officers, and that few patients go out restored to health, the moral
elect must necessarily he depressing and disastrous upon the mind of such a
patient, and tend to retard his own recovery. At present, many large, fine
institutions, instead of' being-as they were originally intended to he-hospitals
for the treatment and cure of' the insane, are merely ast/ltutts and receptacles
Mr the retention of patients at an enormous cxpentliture of money fur architectural display. The overcrowding of such institutions by the retention of
the chronic insane precludes the possibility of proper classification. By transferring this class of the chronic insane and leaving the class of recent autl
curable insane, we derive many advantages. First and foremost, the patients
understand that they are in a hospital, that they come to be cured of' a physical
disease and that Lty submitting to the treatment and discipline of the institution they will he cured. Secondly, we have at our disposal ample room fill .
proper classification, good ventilation, amusements, and recreation.
The
present system of asylum management is detective and expensive beyond the
ability of the state to meet the demand and tends directly to increase the
number of the chronic insane, as ninety per cent of' the capacity of all can .
state institutions is occupied 1ty the chronic insane to the exclusion of recent
and curable eases. This class of cases often become eltrunic and incurable
before they can obtain the proper curative hospital treatment, which, it'
applied in tune, would have resulted in a speedy cure and restoration to their
families and a saying of their productive power 14) the commonwealth. From
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an examination of the statistics of the state asylums in the I-nited States in
1875, it is seen that the total cost of 55 of these institutions is not fur from
5251,879,259. This makes an average cost for each of these institutions of
$543,259 and an average per capita cost of 51,074 for each of the asylums in
our country. Now, I maintain that no state can afford to provide for the
chronic insane at such a per capita cost of hospital construction, when they
can be provided fiw at a per capita cost of construction of S:300, by providing.
for them plain, substantial buildings. It would he very easy and practicable
to erect such buildings accommodating 50 patients each for $13,000 each,
while no hospital accommodating the number that thus such colleges nr
buildings would provide fur, could be built for less than 8200,000.
For the chronic mid harmless insane we do not need so many attendants or
such costly accommodations, as for acute and recent cases. For the chronic
insane we need plain but substantial buildin g s, which should, I think, be
located on a large farm, so that the patients could all be employed out-ofdoors. In this way these patients could he made producers and could he supported at comparatively little expense to the state and at the same time they
would have the benefit accruing from a good, plain, country style of living,
with an abundance of fresh air, sunlight, and regular and systenuttk occnpatinn. By such a course of treatment many would improve in general health
and some would probably recover, who never would have been benefited if
they had been confined in au asylm. Of the thousand patients admitted to
the asylum flu' the chronic insane at Tewksbury, Mass., during the eight years
(If its existence, about one hundred have recovered or improved from out-door
work and the experiment is regarded as a decided success. The expense has
averaged, I believe, not far from 8100 a year flit . each innate ail it is stated
by competent authority that the patients are as well cared fil e as they were
previous to their admission. The establishment, in 10t4, of the Butler Asylum fir the du•onic insane in Rhode Island, was found to be a very successful
experiment. It is a well nianageal institution and the trustees say regarding
it, that " its result is to enlarge the capacity of the hospital fir the treatment
of recent. eases of insanity, and thereby to increase its beneficial agency as a
curative institution. " Quite a number of patients have recovered through
the agency of the out-door work and it is stated that the patients are better
eared fine than before coming to this institution. The annual saving to the
state of Rhode Island is stated to he over 512,01111 while the amount saved
annually to the state of Massachusetts; by the establishment of the Tewksbury Asylum, is stated to be 525,1(00 or over 5200,000 since its establishment. The Willard Asylum for the chronic insane at Ovid, in New York,
regarded by many as an experiment of' doubtlu] expediency, to say the least,
has proved under the skilful management of its aide medical superintendent, I)m. John B. Chapin, to be a highly successful measure. The trustees
say in their last report, "The ilea heretofore promulgated that the chronic
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insane could not be so well cared for in a separate asylum and that it was
better to retain them in a hospital with recent and acute eases, has proved on
trial here to be a fallacy. " That ether institutions are beginning to appreciate the difficulties arising from treating the recent and chronic insane in the
same institution, will be seen from the following: In the last annual report. of
the medical superintendent of the lunatic. asylum at Charlottetown, Prince
Edward island, I flint these remarks : "Of the sixty finur patients who remain
in the asylum at present nine-tenths are eases of chronic mania, from twentyfive years standing down, and of whose recovery, or even mental improvement, no hope can be entertained." 1o remedy, however, is suggested in
this report for this state of affairs. I believe all will agree with me in thinking that the remaining one-tenth of the inmates, supposing them to he recent
and curable cases, are to be sincerely pitied for their depressing surrouhdings.
In the last au ^nual report of the medical superintendent of the asylum at
T'restwitch in England, I find the following remarks : " From the returns of
the clerks to the hoard of guardians, it would appear that up to the end of
last year there were six thousand pauper lunatics in this country, while the
increase for the past three years has been at the rate of nearly two hunched
per animus. T o deal with this steadily increasing mass of lunacy is a problem,
which, as time goes on, becomes by its magnitude more and more difficult of
solution. There can lie no doubt that the only way of checking the growth
of lnma•v is by treatin g, in properly organized hospitals, the recent cases as
they occur, and that cannot he effectively done until our present asylums are
easel of some of the dead weight of chronic insanity which fills their wards
and hampers their curative powers. " The great obieetiun which has been
urged by those opposed to the separation of' the recent and chronic insane
has been, that the latter, in institutions designed for them alone, would be
neglected and abused and that they would not receive proper medical attention and care. The results thus far obtained have not confirmed these fears.
I hold that under all circumstances such an institution should be presided
over by a medical superintendent of equal_ ability and capacity to those at
the head of hospitals for the recent insane, aid that no attempt should he made
to put such patients on a poor, meagre or insufficient diet, and that they should
never be neglected or abused. By having these asylums located on large
farms we secure to the patients, as I have previously remarked, occupation,
fresh air, sunlight, and a good, nourishing, country style of living; and if
there are any possibilities for recovery in any of the patients, such a plan of
treatment will develop them.
Gm. EMtNu]r.-If the face is flushed, the eyes bright, the pupils contracted,
the head lot., and the general temperature increased, give gelseminum. If
the general temperature is diminished, the eves dull, pupils dilated, the mind
dull, the pulse feeble, do not use it.--Brief:
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INTESTINA L OBSTRUCTION, BY A CALCULOUS CONCRETION.
DR. R. E. BROWN.
Read before Burlington County 3tedicaI Society.

On the night of July 31st, 1877, I was called for the first time to visit Mrs.
F. W., aged about forty-five years, who informed me that she had been subject
to occasional attacks of bilious colic for some three years past and that she
was now sufferin g another attack which was the most severe she had ever
experienced, she said she had always managed to treat herself in her former
attacks by taking purgative medicines which answered the purpose, but
having used them without affording her any relief in this attack, thought it
prudent to call in medical aid.
J found her suffering from severe pain in the right hypochondriac and
epigastrie region, with constipation of the bowels, fulness of the abdomen,tongue presenting a yellowish coating, bitter taste in the mouth, vomiting at
times, pulse about ninety, a deep orange yellow discoloration of the skin ;
deeidedk jaundiced.
The treatment consisted of hypodermic injections of morphia to relieve pain,
the administration of blue mass fi,llowed by a full dose of senna, ❑ ianna and
salts to act on the bowels, and the application of mustard poultices to
the abdomen to subdue the irritability of the stomach the remedies acted
favorably, the senna and manna combination acting freely on the bowels,
bringing away a considerable quantity of bile at each movement ; from this
time her convalescence progressed favorably, and in the course of a week she
was able to go about € nd attend to light ]Household duties, and continued
apparently well up to the 19th of .January, 1878, when I was again summoned to attend, and learned from her the following :
't'here had been no movement of the bowels fir four clays but previous to
that. time, had had a diarrhoea which lasted two days. The symptoms were
very much the same as the former attack with the exception of obstinate
constipation, stercoraceous vomiting, and extremely ofl'cnsive breath. Before
I saw the patient she had been trying to overcome the constipation through
the advice of some persons, by swallowing doses of cathartic pills-castor oil,
also a combination of jalap and senna, &c., but these purgatives were ejected
by the stomach in a short time after taking therm. The treatment resorted
to was somewhat similar to that during my first attendance: mustard and
linseed poultices over the abdomen, and the internal administration of onefourth of a grain of valerianate of morphia with two grains of blue mass,
every firm- hours, quieted the stomach somewhat, but only fur a limited time,
as every second day stercoraceous vomiting would recur in spite of everything. Food and fluids were given often and in small quantities, as
constipation was the pathognomonic symptom, evidently caused by some
obstruction,-my object was to overcome this trouble, if possible; purgatives
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were cautiously given, repeated as seemed necessary, but they did no good.
Enemas of different kinds, and in large quantities, were tried in succession,
such as soap water and castor oil, molasses, salt and water, castor oil and
turpentine, &e. As the tongue became very dry, and thirst considerable,
with a weak and frequent pulse, slowing a condition of the system approaching that of typhoid, turpentine iu eight drop doses, iaa the form of an emulsion, was given every two hours, with beef essence and milk punch ; these
were retained with more satisfaction than anything that had been given. In
the course of the second clay after taking the turpentine, &c., the tongue
became moist, the pulse stronger, and the patient seemed slightly better, with
the exception that the bowels had not yet. moved, and it was now the thirteenth day of inaction. In Addition to hot baths, I ventured to give onethird of a drop of Croton oil, in combination with two grains of blue mars,
and half a grain of aloes, every two lours; in about one hour after the
second close, the bowels were freely moved fur the first time in thirteen days.
The second naivemtent, which occurred in about half an hour after the first,
and which was very fall and free, expelled with great force a ealculous
concretion, which on striking the vessel astonished the nurse and other
nwmbca:s of the family who were present. It is the size of a sutall pullet 's
egg, and weighs three-quarters of Qua wince, full weight (aa r oirdupois).
Though there was some enteritis, with slight peritonitis fulluwing the
attack, by the alministration of amldrne.s, with local applications of turpentine,
good nursing, and proper attention to diet., she male an excellent recovery,
and is now enjoying as good health as she did years ago.
I:. E. BROWN,
April 15th, 1878.
MouxT HOLLY, N. J.,

A CASE OF TRAUMATIC (?) TETANUS.
BY C. G. SHIVERS, M. D., OF HADDo\I'IELD, N. J.

During the month of September, 1878, I was called to see Charles S.,
aged fourteen years, who was said to be "in fits. " - pon examination, I
found the pulse eighty ; temperature normal ; skin -moist ; bowels constipated ;
abdominal muscles tense and hard ; tongue slightly furred ; an anxious
expression of countenance ; mind clear, and, at varying intervals, spasm; of
the muscles, there then being marked opisthotonos and strabismus. During
the existence of the spasms the patient would sometimes snap at his nurse, and
on one occasion bit. him on the arm. The boy 's parents could not remember
that he had been wounded in any way ; but remarked that two weeks before
a strange dog had jumped upon him, without, however, drawing any blood. I
inquired carefidly if he was naturally nervous or easily excited ; they replied
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that. he was not. Upon offering him a drink of water I observed that the act
of swallowing was not attended with spasm, and infnrnted the tinnily that, in
my opinion, the child had itliupathie tetanus, probably caused by an accumulation of hardened fit-J.-es. I prescribed for him potassii brornid., gr. xxx every
hour; and pil. Bath. coin., No. v, to he taken at bedtime. My first visit was
made about four P.M.
The next morning, at nine o 'clock, I saw hint again, and fim od he had
passed a very restless night. His bowels had been freely evacuated ; his
tongue; skin auul pulse the same as tm the day lrefiire. The spasms were nigre
frequent, and the least noise or breath of air brought on a paroxysru. AplrlietI
can ti ia ru in 11)1 ister to spine, aml continued potassii In-on
with morph. snlph.,
gr.l , every three hours, " pro re nata. "
At six P. M. found the patient. somewhat under the influence of morphia,
hut still very notch distressed. Substituted for morph. sulph., pule. ipecac
eotm., in ten-grain doses, e very three hours, omitting the potass. bromid.
On the morning of the third day the boy was more cunrfirr•table, haviio
slept two or three hours during the night. Pulse ninety, tongue fin-red ;
bowels constipated. Continued Dover powder, and renewed potass. bronricl.,
and ordered cold to the spine.
About dusk in the evening I firnml the patient much worse, the spasms
corning at shorter intervals. The pure was still under a hndred, and the
skin was moist. I determined now to adutinister chloral in good-sized (loses,
often repeated, supposing the ease would prove to l)e like all cases 1 had ever
seen before---"toasts des car souls des gnosis. " I administered to him immediately, chloral, gr. xx, and left orders to give hint a dose (gr. x) of the medicine every half hour until the spasms dinainishcd in frequency ; then to give
it every hour until he slept ; after which tO awake hint every three ]ours fur
his medicine.
On the fourth morning I was surprised to find the patient very touch
improved. He hail slept continrivusly for four hours, being asleep Ott my
arrival, during which time he had been free from spasm. He could he aroused,
but was very sleepy. While counting his pulse I acci(leutally discovered a
recent cicatrix upon one of his fingers, which, on inquiry, I ascertained to he
the result of an incised wound, caused by a pen-knife some three weeks before.
After this the patient continued to improve, and in a few clays recovered.
For four days the chloral was administered at intervals during the daytime,
without producing. any unpleasant effect,s.=.llerlieal clad ,Srtryical Reporter.

PtwErrrs Pt IiExJ1.-I)r. McCall Anderson has recently called attention
to a combination that has served a good purpose in this distressing and often
intractable symptom, viz. : Thirty grains each of camphor and chloral
hydrate in an ounce of simple cerate, or similar excipient.--Drary Circular.
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The following we clip from the Medical and Surgical Reporter.

ON

TER^LTR,IJM VIHII)E.

Editor Medical and Surgical Reporter:-It has been remarked that probably
veratrnm virhle had never been given t+t it patient who wimid not have been
as well o$' without it. I think that is correct. But whether correct or not,
it is certainly very injudiciously used sometimes.
A few years since, in a case of great prostration and exhaustion from pneumonia, a counselling physician prescribed and administered a mixture of yeratrum viride, gei enuum and aconite. He seemed to think it a very wise proscription, and to expect some miraculous effects from it, and was very much
disappointed when, as a natural consequence, the patient sank with increased
rapidity and soon all was over. 1 might cite other instances of the saute
character, but. hoping that others will agitate this subject more, I will not. do
so now.
1V. SIC;SilEE, M. D.
,Mention, Ill.
The first remark was probably not made by a physician ; if' so, his powers
of observation must have been exceedingly limited. A physician who in the
course of his practice, never saw occasion to cheek the action of the heart, and
hold it in control, thus preventing the progress of inflammatory action might
possibly give utterance to such an expression. The effect of veratruin viride,
given in proper doses and at. proper time, in controlling the heart 's action has
been too well established to he questioned. The erase of pneumonia quoted
has no hearing on the question. The physician - who would prescribe Vera [ruin viride, aconite and gelseininna under the conditions described, had best
blame his own want of judgment and discretion rather than condemn the
general character of the remedies.
The scalpel is of inestimable value in the hands of a skilful sou'ge ■m, but
who would think of condemning the instrument, hecause mischief had been
done with it, in the hands of a novice.
At the commencement of inflammatory actin, veratrtnu properly used has
no equal. The dose should he small and the interval sufficient to discover the
effect on the pulse before repetition. By this means pneumonia, pleurisy, in
fact any inflammatory action may lie aborted, if seen in the early stage,
hut it would he just as sensible to give stimulants at the beginning of
severe inflammatory action, as it woo hi to give vcratrunl, aconite or any other
arterial sedative in asthenie conditions of the system. I am aware that there
are times when it is a very nice point to decide between, an exceedingly rapid
pulse of high inffannnartorv action such as is found iu acute peritonitis, and
the correspondingly rapid pulse of debility. If' other circumstances in the
history, nr examination of the case will not decide the question, the solution may
quickly he found, t and with entire safety to the patient J by giving two or three
drops of veratrunt and watching the pulse. If the pulse decreases in frequency
and increases in volume, the ease is unmistakably inflammatory. If the
reverse, then your stimulants, tonics, &c., are in place.
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As in olden tunes, the physician made his lancet his pocket companion, for
the purpose of controlling the circulation, hut unfortunately lost volumes of
blood that he sorely needed in the after treatment of his case ; so I would
as soon think of leaving my house to see a patient without my hat, as without
guy little bottle of veratruni yiride, with this advantage, that 1 control the
circulation and save the circulatin g medium fiir further use. It is only after
a physician becomes accustomed to the use of a given remedy, that he brings
out its hill value. I have never been accustomed to the use of aconite, and
yet some of nn' medical friends use it daily with great success. I use it with
extreme caution-so much caution, in filet, that I fail to sec its beneficial
efibets. As surely as I believe that pneumonia is infhanunation of the lung,
and that inflammation is the result of rapid circulation of the blood-so
certainly do I believe that tincture vend. viride, properly administered in the
first stages, will inevitably abort the disease.
tinne recent writers go so far as to state that there is no danger of a serious
result from over dose of veratrum, since the stomach will reject it.
This statement 1 do not think is correct, since the mitosis in such cases is
sometimes delayed considerable time, and extreme depression of the heart's
acticau and great general prostration occurs.
Only a few days since, a lady patient of mine took by mistake eighteen
drops at one dose instead of three as directed. The l uls e was depressed fie in
120 to 60 in Ibrty minutes, there was great fiaintness and nausea but no
vomiting fin. seven hours.
Spts. Am. Arian. was !given in twenty drop do-es, under which the patient
rallied, hat the inflammatory action fill . which the rcncdy was given slid not
reappear. '1 he drug should never 1;e allowed to become a dc;n;estic remedy,
but be administered only hr the direction of the physician.

WHEN NOT TO (AVE IR(.)1.
The following article, clipped from New Preparations, is worthy of close
consideration. It is the fashion to use the preparations of Iron almost
empirically.
In the current number of the Practitioner, Dr. _Milner Futhergill has contributed a few practical remarks on the contra-indications for giving this drug.
As long, he says, as there is rapidity of pulse combined with rise of temperature, so long must iron be withheld in the treatment of acute disease. As
long, moreover, as the ton gue is thickly coated, or red and irritable, it is well
to withhold chalybeates altogether. This is particularly true of phthisis. No
matter what the other indications are, it. is useless, and sometimes worse than
useless to give it without the tongue be clean without irritability.
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It may be laid down as a general rule that this toleration of iron diminishes
as the age increases. Young children take iron well, and it is often well
borne by them in conditions which in the aged distinctly forbid its use.
There is one condition where iron is absolutely forbidden, and that is the
condition known as biliousness. As long as there is a fiinI tongue, a had
taste in the month, and fullness of the liver, with disturbances of the alimentary canal, iron is not only of no service, but. positively does harm. Sir
Joseph Fayrer ' s Indian experience, is in full accord with this expression of
opinion. In speaking of' the treatment of hepatic congestion, accompanied
lay an.enaia, he lays stress upon the resort to purgatives and vegetable tonics,
and the avoidance if iron until the biliary congestion is removed. " When
the portal circulation is relieved some preparation of iron may be useful. "
W hen given in large doses iron always blackens the stools, hut if given in
'indurate doses and well assimilated, this blackening is not so marked. The
color of the stools, then, may be utilized as an imllent a' as to hnw fin- chalybeates are assimilated and are likely to be useful.
There are two different states in %romen where iron is either totally contraindicated or to be given with great caution. The first is a condition of
aunenorrhma iii florid, plethoric persons. The other is the opposite condition
of menorrhagia in certain females. There are cases of naenorrhagia associated
with pallor and debility, where the usual eompouud of iron and extract of
ergot is not so useful as a non-chalybeate treatment. In these cases it is not
any imperfection in the process of blood manufacture which is to be rena'died, for the blood is made rapidly and quickly, only to be lost at each
menstrual period. It is here des irable rather to limit the rapidity of the
blood formation, so that when the severe vascular turgescence of the menstrual period comes, it will not find the blond-vessels too distended villa blood.
This will lead to diminished catamenial loss, and so the blood-waste will he
ccouomised. According to the experience of .1)r. Brown Sequard anid 1)r.
Ilughliugs Jackson, iron does not suit epileptics. It increases the tendency
to fits. It may improve the general condition, but it aggravates the epilepsy.
P1'i'ss and C'i i v v r la r.

PIIOPYL\MMI\E IN A('t - TE .:111'I'I('L'i,.1II If1lE1 - ,11:1TIS11.
BY JAMES L. TYSON, M. D.

This alkaloid has long been emltlnyerl in Continental Europe, and enjoyed
high reputation liar every f arm of rheumatism, but I am not aware of its
very expended use in this country. Professor Bartholow speaks of' it, in his
\lateria .lledica and Therapeutics, utoderating the lever and joint-pain, and
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'" very decidedly shortening the duration of the disease ;" and Dr. Gaston, in
the Indiana Jour,.al of Xedieine, extols it as a prompt and ancient remedy
in all uncomplicated cases, " subduing pain and soreness in from twenty-fimr
to forty-eight hours. " That its efficiency in the treatment of ac ute articular
rheumatism has not been overestimated will scarcely admit of a doubt, iii
view of results where 1 have recently employed it. More extended observations and repeated trial, I am inclined to believe, will frilly justify the merits
ascribed to and the encomiums awarded it in this complaint, and would commend it to the earnest consideration of those «Lose prejudices exclude sadicin
and its compounds from their materia armamcntaria. An important prerequisite is, that the alkaloid and its chloride be pure, which is not always the
ease. The best which I have seen were from the laboratory of the Messrs.
Nichols A: Co., of Boston, and that of the Messrs. Rosengarten, of Philadelphia,
both being perfectly reliable preparations,
It would appear to be a settled conviction in the minds of some nu (heal
authors, for the past thirty years, and even of the present day,-men wla:se
authority on medical topics is unquestioned and unquestionable,--and
enunciated as tug aphorism with singular unanimity from which there was no
appeal, that this distressing and painful affection must run its course, will
yield to no treatment but palldcctire, and cannot be "stopped." If ome cultivates the impression that this malady is beyond his control, that its arrest
is impossible, would it not be well to cease his visits to a patient laboring
under it, for the lattcr 's benefit? Facts may resolve and dispel this enigmatical fatuity. I would record my unqualified dissent from such oracular
tc aching, with the explicit. do cum ation that it can Lc and has hem "(mt.
short " time and again, both iii hospital and private practice, if we may
credit the numerous reports of medical gentlemen whose names and characters
attest their truth and integrity. It has occurred to myself, over and over
again, to " break up" an acute attack of articular rheumatism, in periods
-varying from five to ten days, occasionally a little longer, without a vestige
of pain or swelling being left, and not a trace of heart complication, by the
employment of salicylate of sodium or vinous tincture of colchicum, separately
or in combination. t nder this treatment, patients require to be frequently
seen, and their conditions and variations accurately noted. Cases are now
and then met with where these agents cannot be used, either from idiosyncrasy or some latent cause, grave depression, hyperasthenia, and nausea being
so persistent as to forbid their further trial, and a resort to diffusible stimulants
and tonics is imperatively demanded. Such instances have happened in my
own practice, two of which I refer to more particularly as exemplifying the
advantages we possess in propylamine. The patients were female, between
20 and 30 years of age, and each was attacked, at different periods of time,
with pain and swelling of the wrists, and in one the phalangeal and metacarpal
articulations were swollen and sensitive. From thence the pain radiated to
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the elbows, the shoulders, the stereo-clavicular articulations, the chest walls,
involving the intercostals (pleurodvnia), causing considerable dvspncea,
wandering to the hips, sacrum, femoral fasei.e, knees, ankles, and feet, including the aponeurotic expansion on the sole and dorsum of each foot. The
fever was intense, the pulse raging from eight'-live to ninety, accompanied by
redness and swelling in all parts ilnplicatcd, with a hot, moist, perspirable
skin. This was very- nearly the condition of each. Finding that neither
could tolerate any preparation of' salicin or of colchicum, I resorted to
propylamine, using the chloride, the rather disagreeable taste of the alkaloid
rendering it objectionable to seine ; the latter being equally potential in this
complaint, its slightly saline character leaving a not unpleasant impression on
the mouth. It was combined as follows :
] I'ropylanlin.e chloridi, gr. xxly ;
AT nlellthte pipe1'it:e,
Aqute,aa f';-; i1.
M. Sig.-A tablespoonful every two or three hours.
The dose of propylamine is six drops, similarly prepared and administered.
Giving the chloride as above, two grains every two hours, and swathing all
the joints in cotton batting, benefit was apparent in the first twenty-four hour
For the pletu-odynia a weak sinapism was applied to the chest fin' fifteen or
twenty minutes, followed by a warm plush cataplasm. These-were alternated
occasionally through the day. In the one case ten days elapsed, when I could
ilrouounce my patient \rell ; in the other, five days passed, when she was
entirely convalescent. A tonic of quinia is advisable -when rheumatic symptoms have subsided. No disturbance or appreciable influence was manifested
in the therapeutic' action of the propylaniine, other than a gradual abatement
of fever, pain, swelling, and all the distressing nervous concomitants of acute
articular rheumatism.
Would it have been a wise practice to abandon such eases to palliatives and
nature, and allow them to run on indefinitely for weeks or months, terminating,
in all probability, after a uselessly protr4cted suffering, by leaving the system
more liable to renewed attacks, and the wretched accompaniment or prospective of valvular lesion of' the heart, involving hypertrophy- of that organ,
with its fleshy columns and tendinous cords, and possible dilatation, often
vaguely recognized, but not inaccurately designated, a rheumatic heart?
The good old Spanish maxim may convey a hint for some therapeutists to
ponder: Ciencia es locura si been senso no la cura.-Jledicaal Times, May 10.
SIIADYSIDE, (1'enllvn P. C).,) Montgomery Co., Pa.
The above article we copy from the Medical Times for the purpose of
adding its author's testimony as to the efficacy of propylamm chloride iii
acute rheumatism.
I have used the article extensively dyn•ing the past sixteen years, and am
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so well satisfied with the results, in the majority of' cases, that I always
employ it when called to attend a case of' inflammatory rheumatism. If at
the expiration of a week after the patient has been using it, it fails to relieve,
I then use other remedies.
The chief cause of failure among physicians, who have been disappointed
by it, must he that they employ it without the necessary preliminary treatment. I have always fund it requisite to move the bowels freely, and reduce
the heart's action with tincture verat. viridc these things accomplished, I
have seen it break up the worst- cases in forty-eight to seventy-two hours. In
many eases it. fails to accomplish anything.
In my experience, patients relieved by it are less liable to return attacks.
Valvular affections of the heart are not likely to be sequela of imfiammatory
rheumatism, except the disease be of' long continuance ; hence, since the
action of propylamine is prompt, if at all, no heart complications need be
feared. The remedy has gained the confidence of physicians so rapidly
within the past year, that it has advanced greatly in price. Its cost is, in
fact, one great obstacle to its general use.
ED.

ERYSIPELAS FOLLOWING A CASE OF LABOR.
BY DR. R. E. BROWN.

On the evening of the Kith of January last, I was called to attend Mrs. E.
A., aged twenty-three years, in labor with her first child-which was tedious
and difficult, requiring the use of the forceps. She was safely delivered of a
boy at eight o 'clock the next morning. Things progressed favorably
until about the seventh day after confinement, when she began to complain
of soreness of the abdomen, an examination of which revealed a fiery red
spot on the surfhee, the size of a silver dollar, situated near and to the right
of the umbilicus ; and starting from that point, it spread rapidly upwards,
and in about one week or ten days from the commencement of the attack the
erysipelas (for such it proved to be) in volved the entire surface of the upper
half of' the body, with exception of the face and head ; after having expended
its force over this surface, it gradually disappeared in that length of time.
It then commenced to spread downwards from where it first started, at or
near the umbilicus, and gradually spread over the entire surface of the lower
half of the body to the extremities of' both limbs.
The time consumed by the disease, extending over the entire surface of the
body, was nearly four weeks, during which period the patient experienced all
the symptoms of a typhoid fever in its worst form. Her illness from the
erysipelas lasted altogether about six weeks ; convalescence was slow and
tedious, resulting in good recovery, and she now enjoys fair health.
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The treatment consisted of local applications of' camphorated oil, succeeded
by the application of dilute tincture of iodine. These so-called remedies did very little if any good, as the disease spread, notwithstanding
their use. The internal administration of tincture verat. wide, (\orwoods)
to reduce the fever, ollcwcd by free doses of the tincture of chloride of iron
and sulphate of quinine ; and the emulsion of turpentine, when indicated, was
the treatment adopted in the case, along with gccd nourishing food, bee=f
essence, milk punch, etc.
The child contracted the disease from its mother and died in less than two
weeks thereafter from convulsions. The erysipelas spread over its entire
body, not excepting its face and head. Dr. Budd-who was the physician of
the lady 's parents-attended the case in consultation with me.
MouNT Hoz.l.v, N. J., May 21st, 1879.

COTO BARK.
About five pounds of this bark were forwarded to Dr. Wittstein by the
house of Rudolph Martins, in Hamburg, with the following information :
" This bark is from the so-called missions in the interior of Bolivia, whence
also cinchona bark is obtained, and costs about the same price. It. is recommended in the form of a powder or alcoholic extract for diarrhaa and colic,
also for neuralgic toothache ; externally as tincture, for rheumatism and
gout. " It occurs in pieces fi•cm two to three decimeters long, and from eight
to fourteen millimeters in diameter. Externally it is reddish-yellow cinnamon brown, internally, darker. The very arcn:atic nail recalls cardamons,
camphor and cinnamon. The taste also is arcn.atic and faintly bittcr, l,ut
neither mucilaginous nor astringent.
Dr. Wittstein found in the bark (1) A volatile oil, pale-yellow, of a powerful aromatic odor, and biting, peppery arcn:atic taste, lighter than water.
(2) A volatile alkaloid of a briny and urinous smell, resembling propylamine
or thrimethylamine. (3) A soft resin, yellow-brown, aromatic in odo r, of a
biting taste and it pitchy consistence, which it retains even after many weeks'
exposure to the summer air ; it is easily soluble in ether, chloroform, alcohol ;
difficultly soluble in benzol, scarcely soluble in carbon bisulphide. The solutions have an acid reaction. It dissolves freely in ammonia and the fixed
alkalies, and is re-precipitated from such solution by acids ; it forms about
fourteen per cent of the bark. (4) A hard resin, dark-brown, brittle, inoclorous, and tasteless, somewhat bitter in alcoholic solution ; easily soluble in
alkalies, and re-precipitated by acids. It forms about ten per cent of the bark.
In addition to these, the bark contains starch, gum, sugar, oxalate of calcium,
iron-greening tannin, formic, butyric, and acetic acids. Dr. Wittstein is of
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opinion that a tincture of the hark will he the best form of' administering it
-one part of' the coarsely powdered bark to nine parts of rectified spirit. A
tincture of' this strength was accordingly used by Prof. von Geik in seven cases
of diarrhrea, and the powder in eight other eases. Ten chops of the tincture
were given evert' two hours, and of' the powder half a grain Rini . or six thneis
a day. From his observations, I)r. von Geik concludes that coto bark is a
specific. against diarrhea iu its various modifications.-\eu' Preparatiaics.

L)EXTRO-Q Ll\l \ E.
Di W.

n.

GATT, 31. D.

The desire to find a substitute fur the sulphate of quinine among the
cheaper salts of hark has been universally Ibit in all regions where miasmatic
diseases prevail. In accordance with this desire I have tried ciuchonidia,
cinehouia, quinoidiue and tinclo-quinine. The results of their administration
have in some cases been good, but in the long' run have not been so satisfactory as to induce Inc to abandon the old, tried friend, the sulphate of quinine.
In fact, I confess 1 could not get up the required faith in ally other salt. It
is said that the Tahitians are readily converted -to the Christian faith, and
seem to enter with zeal into the forms of Christian worship. But when in
great strait, "when they mean business, ,, their prayers are all addressed to
the old shark god of' their fathers. .No doubt guy case i parallel with theirs,
and 1 am slow to perceive the efficacy of any appeal except to any old shark,
quinine.
I was much pleased with the tasteless preparation of eiuehonia with sugar
of milk and bicarbonate of soda. The first three eases iii which I used it
were eases of intermittent Lever irr children, in which the result was every
thing that could be desired. It was easily taken, and promptiy subdued the
paroxysm. In the flan' following cases, however, I was disappointed in finding that the gastric irritation produced by it was .o severe that I have not
used it since. After this I concluded to make no more experiments.
Soule months ago I received from Keasbey d Mattison two small vials of a
new preparation from the bark called 1)e.rtro-Quinine, because, under the
polariseupe, it gyrated to the right. What. was the therapeutic value of' this
gyration I did not see. It was an amorphous salt of reddish-brown color,
totally unlike any of' the alkaloids with which I was familiar, and 1 made up
my mind that I would not try it. In a day or two afterward I had a slight
chill, followed by a pretty severe fever, which lasted several hours, and passed
off with a profuse perspiration. As quinine always affects me most disagreeably, I determined to try the new salt on my own pe1'Sun. I took six grains
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every three hours, until I had taken all of the eighteen grains which had been
left with me. Except a slight sense of fullness in the head, I had none of the
Usual sensations wihch aeconipanv the other salts of hark. no nervous tremmlousness and no tiainitus aurium. Although the quantity taken seemed hardly
sufficient to prevent a return of the paroxysm, I have never had a return.
The result of this experiment oil myself seemed to justify my use of it with
m patients. 1 have kept a record of seventeen cases in which I used it, and
in all but one with perfect. suceess. In this case the patient knew that it was
a substitute fir the sulphate of quinine which I was using, and as none of the
usual phenomena which follows its administration occurred, he lost faith, and
substituted some pills of quinine which he had in the house. As there is such
a monotony in the report of cases of malarial fever, I spare your readers a
tiirnial report of each case, one very like the other, with two exceptions. One,
a case iu which the sulphate of quiaaine invariably induced urticaria of such
severity as almost to deter the patient from taking, it. In this case some urticuria did appear, but nothing to compare in severity with that which fibll(«-eel
the use of the sulphate. The other was a case of double quotidian, which
only yielded after pretty heroic doses.
Although this is not a sufficient number of cases to make it appear that we
cam discard our old and tried remedy, the sulphate, the results were so certain
and unvarying as to convince me that in the I)extro-Quinine we have a most
valuable addition to our armanicntarinin. It strikes Inc that the absence of
the disagreeable effects of quinine is a great desideratum, which with its
cheapness, should recommend it to the profession. The cases in which 1 have
used it were all of simple uncomplicated malarial fever, and do not furnish
evidence that it possesses the antipyretic power which the sulphate of quinine
exercises in typhoid fever, in pneumonia, and the zvmotic diseases. I. feel
, justified, by the similarity of its effect; to quinine in the cases in which I used
it. to feel some degree of certainty that it will not disappoint us in all diseases
in which the sulphate of' quinine is used. After further use I will report the
results, and hope that the profession may give it a fiair trial. I also hope that
the experience of others will be g iven through the News, so that by a comparison of views we may find the true value of this new salt. f would state
that with adults the usual firm of administration was in pills, while with
children 1 gave it suspended in the compound elixir of liquorice. The dose
was usually the same as that of quinine.-Lntasrille 11Iec]icel Acial.

CIi[ORAL IN H0o19-NI; ('ouuii.-I)r. C. H. Nmitla reports that in two hundred eases of this disease, treated with chloral, he has in every case noticed a
aiarkeil alleviation of the symptoms and shortening of the period of the disease. Only one case lasted seven weeks, and the majority of the cases were
well in from two to six weeks. No other remedy was given.-X. Y. Med. ,Tour.
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MUST WE RETURN TO RA.11` FOOT)?
A German physician has started a new theory with regard to thud. [le
maintains that both the vegetarians and the meat eaters are on the wrong
tack. Vegetables are not more wholesome than meat, or meat than vegetables, and nothing is gained by consuming a compound of both. Whatever
nutritive dualities they may possess, he says, is destroyed in great measure,
and often entirely, by the process of cooking. All food should he eaten raw.
[f this practice was adopted, there would he little or no illness among humus
hcings. They would live their apportioned time, and simply fade away, like
animals in a wild state, from old age. Let those afflicted with gout, rheumatism, or indigestion try fur a time the effect of a simple uncooked diet, such
as oysters and fruit for instance, and they will find all medicines unnecessary,
and such a rapid iniproveuaent of their health that they will forswear all
cooked articles of thud at once and for ever. Intemperance would also, it is
urged, no longer be the curse of civilized communities. The yearning fur
drink is caused by the unnatural abstraction from what arc termed "solids"
of the aqueous element they contain-uncooked beef; fir example, containing
from 70 to 8U per cent., and some vegetables even a larger proportion, of
water. There would be less thirst, and consequently less desire to drink, if
our Thud were consumed in its natural state, without being first subjected to
the action of fire. Clothing, our adviser also thinks, is a mistake, but he
admits that the world is not yet fin s enough advanced in civilization to go
about. undressed. Whatever differences of opinion may exist as to this anticooking theory, there cannot be a doubt that iar getting rid of the kitchen
with all its abuses including the cook-housekeepers would be spared a
vast amount of worry, and probably on this aecomtt alone -iroulcl live to a
greater age than at present.-J k ag Circular.

I\DIUESTIVE TROUBLES OF CHILDREN.
.1. preparation, composed of pepsin, pancreatine, diastase, or vegetable
ptyaline, lactic and hydrochloric acid, and sugar of' milk, called lactopeptinc
has acquired an enviable reputation, both in this country and in Europe, in
treatment of ninny firms of' dyspepsia and iudigestive troubles in children.
We have used it in a number of eases, and it has, in our hands, been invariably fi,llowed by good results. Many practitioners use pepsin, bat in this
preparation we get not only the pepsin, but also several other substances of
great, if not equal importance in aiding the digestive process. Not only du
men like Loomis, Sayre, Percy, Packard, Meigs, Dawson, and Yalidall
recommend it, hut the entire mass of the profession, so far as they have
tried it, seen to approve of it as well.-X. Y. -sled. awl Srnv. Brief:
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WASHING OUT THE PUERPERAL UTERIS.

DANGER FROM WASHING OUT TIE PUERPERAL UTERUS
WITH DISINFECTED SOLUTIONS.
In No. 14, sec. 313, and No. 16, sec. 341, of the Centralblaf, fur Clfarakologie are two contributions by Kustner and Fritsch respectively, drawing
attention to the possible risks that may follow from the too free employment
of disinfectants in the form of injections into the cavity of the puerperal
uterus. The symptoms were those of acute poisoning. In Kutner's case,
which subsequently proved fatal, and in which the sections showed that the
introduction of the catheter had in no way injured the uterus, there were
suddenly developed unconsciousness, contraction of pupils, rapid respiration
(40 per minute), and the pulse ran up to 143, being weak and scarcely perceptible (Ionic spasms seized the arms, the head was thrown backwards,
the jaws were clenched, and the small muscles of the face were convulsed,
and a clammy sweat covered the patient. In ten to fifteen minutes she
improved considerably. In half an hour afterward the patient vomited
black matter, and the urine, removed by catheter an hour afterward, was
perfectly black. The solution used on this occasion was one of acid to twenty
of water. Fritsch records three cases of dangerous symptoms arising from
washing out the uterus with disinfectants immediately after delivery. In one
of these eases the disinfectant used was salicylic acid, in the other two, carbolic acid. In all the cases, sudden collapse, unconsciousness, and extremely
rapid pulse were observed. In the cases in which carbolic acid was employed, there followed the characteristic coloration of the urine. All these
ultimately recovered. In all three cases the uterus was ill-contracted. Both
authors regard these accidents as due to rapid poisoning from the entrance of
the disinfectant into the blood through the patulous sinuses of the badlycontracted uterus ; and, while strongly in fiivor of disinfectant irrigation of
the puerperal uterus in cases where there is reason to apprehend putrid
absorption from the encdometrium, recommend strongly that the injection
should be performed with the greatest caution, and the avoidance of a forcible
stream.-lV Y. Med. and Surf/. Brief

COORS AND DOCTORS.-It is related of a celebrated physician, Philippe
Hecquet, born at Abbeyville in 1861, that when he was called to visit any
wealthy patient, he frequently repaired to the kitchen in order to shake hands
with the chefs and cooks, and exhort them to continue to fulfil their occupations diligently. "I owe you, my friends," he would say to them, " my
gratitude for all the good services which you have rendered to us doctors,
for without you and your art of poisoning, the Faculty would soon find
itself in the workhouse."-D. Circular.
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NEW BEMEDIER
During a recent trip up the Amazon and Madeira rivers, I frequently had
opportunities of meeting with parties of Bolivians on their way to, or return
from Para. On these expeditions they take with them their families and
many of their servants, and all appliances necessary to supply their wants.
The head of the family, like the Captain of a vessel, is supposed to possess all
necessary medical skill. 1 found that they always carried and made use of
.Jahoraudi, Coca, Coto and Qninin, if they could obtain it. JoIorandi was
used in the thrill of decoction at the co nntencentent of fevers, as a diaphoretic and sialagogue, a crude extract of guarana, in the cephalic stage of
pernicious fever,-coto hark in diarrhoea, and enca as a nerve stimulant Ol
tonic, gums(' of course as anti-periodic.
Since my- return [ have made considerable use of Jaborandi and erythroxylin coca, with favorable results. Tinet. jahorandi combined with spts. nit.
dole. equal parts, and a half ounce given in a gill of hot water, during the
first stages of inflammatory rheumatism, promotes prompt and free perspiration and paves the way fir rheumatic remedies.
Erythrox. coca in combination with sp. ant. :trout. as an alkali acts well in
cases of nervous debility. T ntatle use of (,anrana, very freely while in
Brazil, and obtained results that I cannot obtain here, and my impression is
that it is better suited for tropical climates, although I have frequently found
it to relieve facial neuralgia when ether remedies failed.
The remedies mentioned in this article certainly possess merits that dcnutntl
a titir investigation, and with that view I quote several articles, very hopeful
that in future numbers, we may he favored with the opinions of others on the
subject.

{

THE MEDICAL V.U.VE of J.1 nOR.ASltt.-The Priti..5 h Medical Journal',
July 7th, states that in the Hi g hgate Sick Asylum, under the care of Dr.
Dowse, special observatin.- were made on the action of the newly-int roduced
remedies, jaborandi, gelseminunt, salicylic acid, &c.; and modern instruments,
as the cardiograph and opthalnutseope, were brought into daily requisition to
elucidate complete diagnosis. Dr. Dowse said that his experience of the use
of jahor:utdi dill not lead him to think highly of its therapeutic value when
given alone, yet it was often of great use, when combined with other drugs, to
promote elimination. In the f illowing case of Bright ' s disease its efficacy
was well shown. ,1..1., aged seventy-three; urine pale, gravity 1.1110 ; albumen copious; hyaline casts. He had irritahle heart trouble, sonic tlyspntea,
and painful and swollen joints. Five grains of the extract were given three
times a day with alkali and digitalis, producing profuse ptyalisut and sweating.
Under this treatment the joint soon became free from pain, the swelling of
the limbs, and the dyspnoea subsided, and he was rapidly improving in every
way.

3-1

ABUSES IN TIM HYPODERMIC USE OF ERGOT.

I)r. f)uwse said that he at one time thought that jarahondi would he ftuml
of value to reduce the night temperature of phthisis, but after a long
experience he found such was nut the case. He referred to its efficacy in
prontotiug the now of milk where the mammary gland was inactive after
parturition, and remarked that its physiological action was of the greatest
interes t and importance, especially lrhen compared with the action of helladouna, to which it was in every way antagonistic. One curious feature
relative to its action, which had not been noted by Al. Vulpian, was the .resecretion of pilocarpine from the blood by the submaxillary gland. A patient
who was taking. it stated that if he re-swallowed the saliva produced by
.fahorainli, it then produced prot'use sweating ; whereas, on the other hand, if
the saliva was rejected, only slight perspiration resulted.-I)roggi.as ' f treitlar.
ACUTE Innin'g's 1>tsr.^st: CURET) BY .J_lnta g 3NDi.-Prof J. M. i)a('ttsta,
in the H-o.:pitul Gazette, publishes a clinical lecture, in the course of tishich he
records a case of acute ulephritis cured by this drug. The fluid extract of
.laboranili was used iii draclun dose's three tim es daily. This dose produced
excessive diuresis cunt diaphoresis.
At the expiration of five clays all
symptoms of the disease had disappeared, The woman was left in an
extremely prostrated ccondition, to counteract which dialyzed iron was administered both internally and hypodermically.-hire'

Extract From the Medical Brim.

ABUSES IN THE If1PODERMI(' USE OF ERGOT.
I see many complaints iu our journals of the occurrence of abuse: in the
hypodermic use of ergot. I have used it very freely for the last few years,
and have f ilnul that, by the following fhi niula, abuses may he obviated.
Have all the air expelled from the syringe ; pass the needle straight down
through the subcutaneous cellular tissue. The ergot may he left in the deep
cellular or muscular tissue. I prefer the former. I have received more
satisfactory results from the use of Squibb 's extracts than any other that I
have used, often using one drachm at an injection.
Truly yours,
THOS. II. BRIGGS.
Mattawan, Sep. 23th, INTS.
Lately, in consultation with a noted Gynecologist of Philadelphia, he
asserted his preference for deep insertion of the needle in hypodermic medication, especially in the thigh and sates.
I ant unable to see the philosophy of this mode of administration. We are
taught that adipose tissue is not highly organized while the skin is full of
absorbents. The operation would certainly he more painful to the patient,
and therefore objectionable. What benefits are to be gained by it ?
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iio-Rates of cover pages and lacing reading matter fi per Cent advance on Iheue rates.
l•'or the first year our jaurual trill he mailed each month to Iwo thousand nh}-sicians. the men who
most ask (hr. preserihe or recommend .ej eialtiea before retail druggists will
them in stock. I•Ort• a nl
nle,i rmn,a or aerret rrniediea will not be rrlrertiseri at auy M'i,•c.
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Tt! iMEDICAT. ,JOURNALTSTo: Clelc.fle7f,efl-Otir appearance on the boards
as one of your number without your invitation may be pre.i1lII }tnuut0. At
present we place ourselves at your mercy until we grow older.
We should he
pleased to
change with you, promising that if we should find anything in
your pages we think of interest to our readers we will use it and give you full
credit therefilr. We have not originated this Jot-IINAt. With any holm of
ezeelfing you or filling your place, but with the hope of drawing out material
which es capes you, and conies direct from the rank and file of the ] profession,
while you send us the news from head e lnlu'ters.
11"t: had a pleasant interview with Dr. Richard V. Mattison, of the firm oi'
keasley & _Mattison a fi•w days since, and are happy to number his .journal,
the Monthly lit'rielr of 3ledicine and Pharmacy, of which he I. editor, anion'
our exchanges.
)N the eve of going to press, we are in receipt of a History of J/1-1liciale
alld JIe'dical Neu in 1'elr Jeieetj, by 1)r. Stephen Wiekes, Chairman of the

^tm dinr Committee of the New j ersey state lleclionI Association. Boxing
received it too late for this, we will be oblieesI to defi'r a more extended notice
until our next issue. It is an elegant and invaluable contrilniti In to the
library of every member of the Medical Society of New Jersey.
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EDITORIAL.

SINCE the College Commencements in Philadelphia, the profession have been
offering great and deserved private and public honors to Prof. S. D. Gross.
While we have much to honor and respect him for, we cannot resist calling
attention to one of his cardinal peculiarities-and one which has done nnrcli
to make his lectures and his works popular. We refer to his respect fur the
plain, pure, Anglo-Saxon language. He would never use a fctreign quotation,
or a technical term, when he could find the pure English applicable.
READER, are you anxious to know what other practitioners are doing'? Are
you anxious to advance higher day by day in the practice of your profession ?
Then tell others what you have learned ; what strange freaks of disease you
have encountered ; what remedies have yielded ;rood results, and what have
failed. Send us roar experience and your subscription money, and you shall
Item• from the rest. Don ' t hide your light under a bushel, or think because
you are plodding away among the hills and waysides that you know nothing
of interest or worse still, think you know everything. Keep in line, or the
world will wag along and leave you itr the lurch.
THE District. Medical Society of Burlington ('Monty will celebrate its `^enaiCent&>nnial Anniversary in the city of Burlington, on the 19th of June next.
One of its charter members, I)r. Ellis of Burlington, is still living and active,
although he relinquished practice long since.
ON our advertising pages will be found this month advertisements of
several new and valuable medical and surgical works, also Worcester's Dictionary, and the U. S. Dispensary fr on the well known house of J. B.
Lippincott & Co.

Microscope Optical and Mathematical instruemnts from McAllister, 72
C'hestnut. Street.
Surgical, Obstetrical mt(1 Dental instruments front Horatio G. Kern, North
6th Street.
The Celluloid Iru< from E. C. Penfield & Co., 112 South 8th Street, an
article deserving the attention and careful inspection of physicians ; Sunnyside Retreat, New York, Absorbent Cotton, and other specialties, by Ranee
Bros. & White of Philadelphia, and others .
WE are in receipt of several excellent monographs from Dr. Edward C.
Mann of the Snnnvside Medical Retreat, N. Y., one of which we give entire,
on account of its statistic value, and the importance of his suggestion as to
exclusive asylums for incurables. The rapid proportionate increase of
insanity makes the whole subject a matter of deep interest.
OUR columns contain very little original material this month, but we have
reason to believe that future numbers will be amply supplied. We shall nevertheless clip from our exehauges anything deemed valuable to our readers
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The special feature of this Journal is to become a
medium for "District Medical Societies, and individual practitioners, for the publication of Society (Papers, and "Reports
of Cases which, in their course or treatment, present peculiar features.
Every item or article of interest to the practicing physician will be considered germane to this Journal..
ORIGINAL ESSAYS,
ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS,
REPRINTS OF INTERESTING ARTICLES,
REPRINTS OF CASES.
Reprints of Experience with OLD or NEW Remedies,
Proceedings of Medical Societies,
Extracts from Medical Journals,
Medical Miscellany.

Not being the organ of any special Medical Institution, (Publication, or "Drug house, its existence will depend
on the support of Medical practitioners whom it is intended
to benefit.
SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

Correspondence and reports of cases are solicited from
all regular Practitioners and JYledical Organizations.
REMITTANCE BY P. 0. ORDER OR REGISTERED LETTER,

/lll

communications must be addressed to
E P. TOWNS) ND, M. Tb.,
arritor retard Proprietor,

Box 28, BEVERLY, N. J.

THE

Celluloid Truss.
Made in every desirable Pattern, fitting
perfectly to foi m of body.

FINE STEEL SPRING COVERED WITH CELLULOID.
Warranted not to Rust!
Warranted not to Break!!
Warranted not to Wear Out!!!
NO HEATING REQUIRED TO FIT THE BODY.

USED IN BATHIN1.
ALWAYS CLEAN AND COMFORTABLE.
FREE FROM ANY UNPLEASANT ODOR.
For Comfort, C1ean1iiless and, Dtirability it Excels all others.

E. C. PENFIELD & W.
SOLE MAN UEACT URERS,

No. 112 South Eighth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Sunnyside Medical Retreat.
For Mental and Nervous Diseases, Inebriety and the Opium Habit.
FORT WASHINGTON, NEW YORK CITY_

This home with its extensive grounds, situated on the banks of the fled=nn, under the management
of Dr. Eduard C. Mann, late Medical Superintendent of the New Turk State F,tuigreut Insane Asylum,
receives cases of either sex affected with mental disorders, Inebriety or the Opium habit.
The beauty
of location and surroundings, handsomely furnished apartments, and the attentions and comf.eta of
home life, all combine to make Sunnyside an attractive and popular private retreat.
Applications may
be made to Dr. Mann, either by mail or personally, at Fort Washington. Twelve trains daily from Hudson
River Depot, 30th Street and. 10th Avenue. Broadway and 23d Street line of Stages run direct to depot
The profession respectfully invited to call, and cordially welcomed.
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Equal to Sulphate of Quinine IN THE SAME
DOSE-very rarely causes even in large
doses any cerebral distress or irritability of the stomach-less than
one-half as costly as Sulphate
of Quinine.
PRICE, 51.60 PER OUNCE BY MAIL.
Gelatine Coated Dextro-Quinine Pills.
Aextro-Quinine. 1 gr
..
"
2 grs
1.
.:
3 f;rs
Iron and Strcchnia
"
Iron and Arsenic
Comp. and Stryclmia

Bo g le. or
!so fill.

Bottles of
5(x1 rills.

$ 90
1 50
2 00
1 25
1 25
1 95

$4 25
7 25
9 55
0 00
6 00
600

Sent by Mail on receipt of Price_

Dextro-Quinine is an autipcriodic, offered the profession in perfect confidence,
as an article equal in autiperiodic and antipyretic properties to the well-known
Sulphate Quinine. It is prepared from purified commercial Chinoidine, and we
wish it distinctly understood that it contains neither Quinia, Quinidia, Cinchonia
or ('inehonidia, but consists mainly of the old Amorphous Quinine of Liebig, or
the Diconchinia of Hesse. Its composition may be represented by C 10F100O,,N 4 . It
resembles Quinine in both its chemical and physiological properties, but deflects
the ray of polarized light to the right instead of the left, as normal Quinine
does. From its analogy, chemically and physiologically, to Quinine, and from
its dextro-gyratory optical action we have named the article DEXTRO-QUININE,
and offer it to the medical profession for actual clinical comparison with Quinine.
In Remittent and Intermittent Fevers and Periodic Neuralgias, or in acute
febrile diseases, where its antipyretic action is desired, we ask a thorough,
comparative trial. To produce the same effect as Sulphate of Quinine
it should not be given in larger doses than this drug, and in chronic
malarial cases, where Quinine ad libitum fails to prevent the recurrence of the
paroxysms, we particularly ask that Dextro-Quinine shall be tried.
Where physicians are unable to obtain Dextro-Quinine from their local druggists, we will forward the same by mail, upon receipt of price. Address,

I EASBEY & MATTISON,
332 N. Front St.,

Plailadel^kia.

CET THE STANDARD.
"It ought to be in every Library, also in every Academy and
every School. " - Flux. t'ii 1nnE:d SUMNelt.

WORCESTER'S
QUARTO DICTIONARY.
A large, handsome volume o1' 1.S5•I pages, containing considerably more than 10O,000 Words in its Vocabulary, with the
correct Pronunciation, Definition and Etymology.
WITH FOUR FULL-PAGE ILLUMIFULLY ILLUSTRATED AND UNABRIDGED.
NATED PLATES. LIBRARY SHEEP, MARBLED EDGES, $10.00
.-1'ntl in ac variety of Fine Bindings.
•' rho viii lines before us show a vast amount. of diligence: but with Webster it is diligence in combination with fancifulness with Worcester, in a ,n+binatiori with go'rf .cen,e and judgrnera. nr,rce-le 's is the
soberer and safer book. and in iy Ite pronounced Tae nisi g ±(tat'I Vr. Eviols u Lexica ^."-L•.adon Atirenreutn,
" After our recent strike we ma le the change to WORCESTER as our Authority iu spelling, chiefly
to bring ourselves into conformity with Ow accepted usage, as well :+s to gratify the desire of most of our
staff, including such gentlemen as Mr. Bayard Taylor. Mr. George W. Smalley, and Mr. John It. C. 1ht.0sard: r -Ye,o Pork Mini m,.
`The best English writers and the must par tiauhrr American +r ricers use Worcester as thei r authority.'-Attu TM* nadir.
"It follows from chi with unerring accuracy !hat Wen:e.;ter's Dictiu tars, being preferred over all
others by scholars and risen of letters, should lie used by the you'll of the country and adopted in cite
common sehools."-A'eto York Evening Post.

gait- For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent, transportation free, upon receipt
of the price by

J, .B. LIPPINCOTT & CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.

REDUCED IN PRICE FROM S10_00 TO ,$7.90.

THE STANI)ARID AUTHORITY.

The Dispensatory Ited States
OF

TO

Fourteenth Edition, Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.

By GEOBGB B. WOOD, M. D , a^siste$ by H. C, WOOD, M. D.
1879 PAGES.

ROYAL 8vo.

LIBRARY SHEEP, $7.50.

There is no similar book in the language-and probably no one in any
language which approaches it in coEufilete/tess. Thus, there are in it no less
than 1877 distinct articles. The great value of this must be apparent to all.
No apothecary, no physician, can feel secure against all possible exigencies of
practice or of study unless lie has in his library one book which explains
everything in its line. Other works are luxuries more or less essential to
mental development; this is a necessity.
jW'Eor sale by all Booksellers generally, or will he sent, transportation
free, upon receipt of price, by

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO., Publishers,
715 & 717 Market St., Philadelphia.

To Surgeons

ABM

Gynaecologists.

COTTON.

11'e offer tt) /'/rl'sirirr1t.c and Jm, coin a prepared cotton, which
will prove a valuable adjunct in practice-a (/lap, clean, and ready
mode of making all kinds of local applications, and a substitute for
sponge ; a rapid and effective desiccant, having such an affinity for
moisture that it instant!) . and greedily absorbs any secretion with
which it may be brought into contact. .Srieons and Grucecologists
will at once appreciate the advantage possessed by this article over
ordinary raw cotton, which is a repellent of moisture rather than
absorbent.
It is absolutely prn re, free from any reaction and from any foreign
matter.
As a padding for splints, etc., it facilitates the normal secretions
of the skin, while retaining all of the elasticity of the ordinary cotton.
HANCE BROTHERS & 'WHITE ' S ABSORBENT COTTON comes in for a
good word now, because, for several months we have used it with remarkable success-substituting it in all cases for the. well-known patent lint.
As an absorbent of vitiated secretions and purulent discharges-whether
excoriating or non-excoriating-it seems to surpass everything; and we are
inclined to believe that it also possesses antiseptic properties, so perfectly does
it protect the surrounding parts from infection. Our dentists and surgeons are
using it. We have used it in dressing wounds and ulcers and burns. In
ulcerations of the os and cervix uteri and in leucornccea ; we have applied it to
the os to protect the vagina ; we have applied it to the glans-penis in gonornccca,
and to hard and soft chancres, and have been delighted with its power to
cleanse ; the part requiring no after-washing, only a new supply of cotton. "
St. Louis Uinical Review, January 15, 187 9 ,
-From
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Mailed upon receipt of Price. 25 cents per pnckn=e. iconlaining
2 1-2 ounces. or Due Dollar for Fire Poekages
CATALOGUES OF OUR MANUFACTURES MAILED UPON APPLICATION.

THREE AWARDS. INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. PHILADELPHIA. 1876.
MEDAL AWARDED, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION, PARIS, 1878.

FARCE BROT»ERS & WHITE
Manafitcturing l hemisis and Pharmaceutists,

Callowhill Street, coy. Marshall, - - Philadelphia
Please specify H. B. & We manufactures when ordering from your druggist.
Should he be unable to supply them it will afford us pleasure to correspond with you direct.

drew York Depot, No. 58 Maiden Lane.

NEW AND VALUABLE

MEDICAL :1111 S1RGICAL \VOIIKS.
AN ATLAS OF SKIN

DISEASES.

By Louis A. DL'IIRING, M. D., author of " A Treatise on Diseases of the
Skin. " The .Atlas is published in parts. of which FIVE are now ready, and
embraces a series of superbly executed Plates, with explanatory text.
Royal quarto
Price S2 50 per part.
"The plates are of great artistic excellence, and are faithful copies of diseased appearances. Teachers as well as practitioners will find these plates useful. The work promises
to be one of high merit."-London Practitioner.

WOOD'S THERAPEUTICS.
A Treatise on "Therapeutic;, Materia Medico and Toxicology, with
Especial Reference to the Application of the Physiological Action of Drugs
to Clinical Medicine. By H. C. Wool), JR., M. D., Professor of Materia
.Medici and Therapeutics, University of Pennsylvania.
Third Revised
Edit/nu. One volume. Svo. Cloth, S6.oo; sheep, S6.5o.
"Altogether this work stands by itself as the only complete treatise on the physiological action of drugs in the Enirlish language, and no student of scientific therapeutics
should be without it."-London Practitioner.

AGNEW'S SURGERY.
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY.
Being a Treatise on
Surgical Diseases and Injuries.
By D. HAVES AGNEiv, M. D., LL. I).
Embracing 1072 pages, with 901 illustrations. First volume, bound in cloth,
$7.50: sheep, SS.5o. Volume I I is now passing through the press as rapidly
as due care will adniit'of.
"Should he in the possession of all who have occasion to treat surgical diseases and
injuries."-Philadelphia Medical Times.
" It is destined to be Pound upon the shelves of every practitioner who desires a safe.
sure, and conscientious guide in the treatment of his surgical cases."-Philadelphia Medical
and Surgical Reporter.

SCIIIIEIGGER'S HAND-BOOK OF OPHTHALJIO LOG }'
By Prof. C. Sclfwh:IGGEit, of the University of Berlin.
Translated from
the Third German Edition, by PORTER FARLEY, M. I). With Diagrams
and other Illustrations. Svo. Extra cloth.
"Every one reads not only with pleasure, but. instruction, whatever such a man as
Prof. Schweigger writes. It is un excellent book. The chapters. while short, are full, and
the style easy. We can most heartily recommend the book as the honest work of one of the
foremost specialists of the day."-Ciaeinnali Clinic.

DUHRiNG'S DISEASE OF TIIE SKIN.
A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Skin.
By Louts A. 1)UHRIMG,
M. D., author of " Atlas of Skin Diseases," Professor of Skin Diseases in
the Hospital 'f the University of Pennsylvania, Physician to the Dispensary
for Skin Dis_uses, Philadelphia, etc.. etc. Svc). Illustrated. Extra cloth.
56.0o.

1PURTZ'S ELEJIE ^'TS of MODERN CHEMISTRY.
By Allol.PH Woltz. Translated and edited, with the approbation of the
author, from the Fourth French Edition, by WILLIAM. H. GREENE, M. I).,
formerly Demonstrator of Chemistry in Jefferson College, Philadelphia.
With 132 illustrations. Svci. Extra cloth. S2.5o.

J. 13. LIPPINCOTT & CO., Publishers,
715 & 717 Market Street, Philadelphia,

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE,

Pharmaceutical Chemists,
OFFICE, CALLOWHILL ST., COR. OF MARSHALL,

PHILADELPHIA.
Three Awards, International Exhibition, Philadelphia, 1876.
Medal Awarded, Universal Exposition, Paris, 1878.

DIALYSED IRON
(Liquor Ferri Dialysatus).
r

A PURE, NEUTRAL, TASTELESS, CONCENTRATED, AQEOUS
SOLUTION OF OXYCHLORIDE OF IRON, IN THE
COLLOID FORM, OBTAINED BY DIALYSIS.
It has no disagreeable taste: does not injuriously affect the teeth;
does not constipate or disturb the digestion, and is tolerated by
patients who are unable to take iron in any other form.
We think it proper to state that we were the first to manu!
facture and place this preparation (unexcelled in quality) upon the
market, at a price proportionate to the cost (if its production.
iVe^u' remedies are so geiici•alli' held at exorbitant

fix nres, that we

ask special consideration of this statement.

PRICE PER PINT,
E3 CENTS.
-------CATALOGUE OF OUR MANUFACTURES
MAILED UPON APPLICATION.
-4-

SW- Please specify H. B. & W.'s manufactures when ordering from
your druggist. Should he be unable to supply them it will
afford us pleasure to correspond with you direct.

Xew York Depot, .N'o. 58 Maiden Lane.
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Foimtic^it Sriitqe,
MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY THE

EMPIRE SYRINGE COMPANY,

THE "EMPIRE" SYRINGE CO.,
No. 51 Cortlandt Street,
NEW-YORK CITY

WILLIAM PLATT,
General Agent.

These Syringes are too favorably known to need any commendation by us.
operating as they do automatically, dispensing with all pumping valves, etc.
They do not act spasmodically, and cannot inject air, which is painful and
dangerous to the sick and sensitive ; they also serve for other purposes, making
the

Best Nasal Douche for Catarrh
and other similar diseases. Irwin C. Carlisle, M. D., writes us : "My attention
has been called to your Syringe by the endorsement of Drs. Barker, Van 13nren
and Keys, in their recent medical works."
Physicians supplied at dozen price.
NET PRICE PER DOZEN:
$18.00

510.00 I No. '?

No. I
No. 3

$30.00

With ull White Metal Nickel-Plated Nozzles.

WM. PLATT, Agent, 51 Cortlandt St., N.Y.
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FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY,
Office 639 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, JANUARY 1st, 1 $79,

$1,131,838,45
ALFRED S. GILLETT, President.
JAMES R. .1LVOIW, Vice- Pre-t. and Treas.
P. C. ROYCE, Secretary.
JU"LILS R. ALLEN, Assistant Sect'e.
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ORS:

l [un. Putnam Sheppard,
llun. Chambers McKibben,
"1' hnuuls MacKellar,
Alfred S. Gillett,
Joseph Klapp,
I. U.,
John Suppled,
Thomas 1lather,
Silas l'crkes, Jr.,
('buries P. Turner, M. I)..
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•fhe,,nhsel•iher would a.; 011 rein ind the Medical and UtnWl professions that he still enntinues to manufacture hiseeleltrated instrttnlents hi all the ramous branches. \s:.id anus attention to t lie, details of the
Intone,.. ar ltictt au experience tall Sear, has nlliorded- has ennhled him to stake utitttS improvements
in his
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FOR( 'E1-t.
l:nth :.5 regards their quality and udnptinn to the pu rpose fur which they are iutcuded, St desideratinn
which will hr appreei,titri tt miii wishing to pnrehnse lastrumt•nts that are reliable, and of long and a-ell
established reputation,
l'rire Medal Awarded to 11012.1 1Yn r.. li / 1LV. Iuternathrnal Es hihltinu• 1, 6.
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